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Auto Repair Putty

Auto Repair Putty
Best polyester putty
About Putty:
Polyester putty is a high-quality automotive product, made
from polyester resin imported from Germany. It is characterized by high adhesion, ease of application, and sanding.
The putty is used on various types of surfaces and works to
cover the defects and cracks created on the surfaces to
ﬂatten and restructure them.

Features Of Putty:
Flexibility and ease of sanding and swishing.
Excellent acceptance of the ﬁnal surface coating.
Clash resistance well.
High stability and does not clump after drying.
It is very easy to straighten, which gives it a high ability to
ﬁll in scars and dents.
It is used at the level of anomalies and scratches during
the repair of car bodies.
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The properties of the putty:
High ﬁlling strength by the ﬁne grain compound.
Store at least 12 months, if sealed and original container
sealed away from heat and direct sunlight.
The unsaturated gum polyester material helps binder.
Good adhesive for iron, steel, aluminum, various substrates and ﬁberglass reinforced materials.
Solid content: 83-88%.
The colors: Beige, gray.

General instructions for using putty:
A Surface preparation
First: After smoothing, clean and prepare the surface.

Second: Use Grit 36 - P 80 Sand Paper (for large areas 36) to
sand the part and contour of the damaged part. That needs
repair.

Third and last: Make sure to remove all dirt, residues,
grease, and old paint. If needed, use paint thinner to clean
(tenner).

B Method of mixing the putty with the hardener
Determine the required amount of putty and the hardener
as desired. as shown in Figure(1).
The hardener is placed on the putty after determining the
quantities and mixed directly and quickly as in Figure (2).
The putty is stirred with the hardener and mixed with it completely until the hardener color disappears, and the color
becomes homogeneous, and then it is applied to the car as
in Figure (3).
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C Using the putty
1 Open the putty tray, you may see some extracted oil on
top of the material as in ﬁgure (1), mix the putty well until
the oil disappears.
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2 Place a suﬃcient amount of putty on the mixing board as
in Figure 2.
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3 Press and hold on the closed hardener tube (Figure 3) until
its internal ingredients are mixed and then squeeze to
extrude 2-3% over the putty. Using a plastic dispenser, mix
the hardener with the putty, avoiding excessive air entrapment, making sure that they are completely mixed, there are
no streaks, and the color is consistent.
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4 Clean the plastic spreader with a tenner and a piece of
cloth.
5 Using a clean plastic brush, apply a thin layer to make sure
all damaged areas are covered (Figure 4) and immediately
follow with an even thick layer (Figure 5).
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6 Apply horizontally and vertically with pressure making sure
the edges are covered.

7 Leave the putty for 15-20 minutes.

8 Use sandpaper P 80/150 (Figure 6), roll it around the putty
block and begin to soften the rough waves (Figure 7), and
use your hands to ensure the smoothness of the putty.
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9 Once the desired smoothness is achieved, use ﬁne grits
(240, 280, or 32) to remove and clean scratches and dust
(Fig.8).
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10 The surface is now ready for the initial coating.

D The ideal correct way to pull putty on the
surface

The angle of inclination of the knife should be 45 degrees
to give a perfect layer.
In the case if the angle is greater than 45 degrees, they
occur less putty thickness as in ﬁgure.
In the case if the angle is less than 45 degrees, a thicker
lier of the putty will occur.

Tips for using putty
Before shaping, make sure that the surface of the body is
carefully cleaned of dirt and rust. Then you can move on to
the repair process.
The main thing is to form thin layers without sharp transitions
in thickness levels.
Special attention is paid to additional components that can
ease the car putty.
Please do not misuse of additives such as binders and
plasticizers. As these improvers increase some of the working
properties of the putty, but reduce others.
After the treatment is completed, the drying process
begins, which under normal conditions can last for several
hours or even a day.

Terms of use
The temperature should be ≥10 ° C.
The humidity should not exceed 90% as a maximum.
Note: Polyester putty will not solidify below + 10 ° C.

General safety instructions
Putty is only used in well-ventilated rooms.
Do not smoke, eat or drink during the application.
Store away from the reach of children.
When ventilation is insuﬃcient appropriate individual
respiratory protection must be wear.
Tools should be cleaned immediately after use by wiping
them with thinner. Because when the putty is left to dry, it
cannot be removed.
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